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We are in the midst of an unprecedented crisis due to novel strain of
Coronavirus, that started from China around Christmas and has gripped
the world, with more than two million testing positive, 145000 plus
deaths and just about half million recovered from the acute illness.
The economic impact of this crisis is playing out in the form of national
lockdowns, movement of people limited mostly for emergency response,
social distancing as a new societal normal, with fear and uncertainty
gripping the markets. At this juncture, very few are willing to make an
estimate of losses due to coronavirus, more so because, no one knows for
sure, until how long would these lockdowns continue and how would the
society adjust to new pace of work.
It is a difficult time to be in leadership position. On one hand, you have to
grapple with pandemic response with emergency speed, on the other,
lockdown imposes serious questions around continuity of economy, loss
of income for poor people, defaults on loans, lower taxes for government
and so on. These questions threaten to become round two of the crisis,
unless a planned and concerted effort is made to mitigate the looming
crisis. This white paper, is an attempt in that direction. The first part shall
focus on providing a sense of extent of economic loss for India and the
second part of the paper will focus on mitigation strategy.

Background:
As it became clear that coronavirus is here to stay, Initially most countries
adopted quarantine and isolation as a standard response, before moving
to lockdown strategy to combat the onslaught of spread. India was quick
to respond with Junta curfew and then nationwide lockdown from 24th
March 2020. The economic engine has slowed down considerably and the
pains of lockdown have started becoming visible.
Consider this: in just about 8 to 10 days of lockdown in March 2020, the
fuel consumption for the month of March reached 10 year low, with petrol
sales going down by 16% to 2 million tonnes per month and diesel sales
nosediving by 24% to 5.7 million tonnes. Analysts expect April numbers to
be worse. Similar trends are visible across most sectors of the economy,
barring few such as increase in broadband and media consumption due
to work from home effects.
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Most epidemiologists and health experts believe that until science finds
a treatment to tackle coronavirus, the world has to live with newer ways
of working, where social distancing shall be the new normal. This will
add friction to the pace of economic activity as mankind will have to
discover newer ways to conduct economic activities which hitherto was
intuitively performed before crisis struck.

Scope:
With this background, Sapio Umbrella, undertook the task of estimating
the economic impact of Covid-19 for India. This included, sector by sector
review of economy from the lens of various policy responses taken by
government and expert view of actions under pipeline and under
consideration.
Three scenarios have been hypothesized to assess the impact better.
These are:
A. Low scale reopening of economy from 20th April 2020 and impact of
crisis to last till September 2020
B. Calibrated opening of economy from 4th May 2020 and impact of
crisis to last until December 2020
C. Calibrated opening up of economy from 4th May 2020 and impact of
crisis to last until March 2021

Use of Baseline Data:
Data published by Ministry of Finance for Budget 2020-21, direct tax
collection and GST collections up-to March 2020 and data publications of
Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (MOSPI) for 2nd
Advanced Estimates of National Income 2019-20, CPI for March 2020,
Quick estimates of Index of Industrial Production form the baseline for
the impact model building.

Methodology and Key Assumptions used in the Model:
The Economic Impact Model maps each economic sector at division level
using National Industrial Classification system. For each division, last
eight quarter performance has been included from publicly available
sources to understand the growth trends, sectoral deflator and future
challenges.
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For each economic division, critical input and output factors such as
labour availability, material availability, logistics flow impacts, distribution
slowdown, cashflow impacts and finally, impact on economic demand for
each of the three scenarios going forward in terms of policy response,
time and hotspots have been considered. Deflator adjustments have been
made for future by expert opinion for each sector. For example, consider
the automotive sector, which was expecting a rebound in demand in April
once BS-6 regulations came into play. However, the uncertainty in jobs
and income, poses a huge risk for players who had invested in building up
the inventory in the previous quarter, as the prices are expected to stay
benign.
The future estimates for each of the scenarios, use current estimates of
lockdown and social distancing as the way of work on top of base effects
at aggregate level. In all scenarios, the fourth quarter of FY19-20 has been
recast on the basis of lockdown in the affects in the last week of March. To
explain further, as per MOSPI estimates, the Q4 output at current prices
was expected at Rs. 53.19 lakh crore, however, lockdown in March has
brought this down to Rs. 49.41 lakh crore, thereby bringing FYE20,
nominal GDP to Rs. 200.6 lakh crore from the 2nd Advanced Estimate of
MOSPI of Rs. 203.84 lakh crore.
Major exclusions in this forecast is new opportunities for Indian economy
in the post Covid-19 world, by multi-national corporations who are aiming
to transfer China risk to other parts of the world. Most expect that the
beneficiary of this strategic shift shall be Vietnam, Bangladesh and India.
The major reason to exclude this at this stage is on account of major
recessionary pressures all across the world. To bring things into
perspective, IMF’s World Economic Outlook of April 2020 projects global
growth in 2020 to fall by three percent. However, it is expected that this
opportunity shall up open up once dust settles.
Similarly, this report, has also not accounted for impact of any package as
one of the goals of this paper is to arrive at the right size of the economic
package for India.

Key Results Under Scenario 1:
As highlighted above, Scenario 1 assumes, low scale reopening of
economy from 20th April 2020 (as per MHA letter dated 15th April 2020)
and impact of crisis to last till September 2020.
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Chart 1 – Nominal GDP under Scenario 1

In this scenario, the model accounts for economy performing at very low
levels for the first fortnight of April and then incrementally pacing up. But
social distancing will continue to impact the economy from achieving full
efficiency, even after social distancing is removed. The estimated GDP for
FYE 21 at market prices is Rs. 195.49 lakh crore, which is a fall of 2.5% from
FYE 20. In terms of GDP forecast used for Budget 20-21, the anticipated
fall is of Rs. 32.22 lakh crore. This has serious implication for GOI revenues,
tax collections and fiscal deficit, which as all pegged to nominal GDP of
Rs. 227.71 lakh crore. (See Chart 1)

Chart 2 – GDP at 2011-12 prices under Scenario 1
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The estimated GDP for FYE 21 at 2011-12 prices is Rs. 141.20 lakh crore,
which is a fall of 1.9% from FYE 20. Effectively, the economic output falls
close to FYE 19 level. (See Chart 2)

Chart 3 – Gross Value Added at 2011-12 prices under Scenario 1

In terms of economic activities, the sharpest fall is expected for
construction (-17.0%), mining (-12.8%), manufacturing (-12.2%), real estate
and discretionary spends on entertainment, travel, tourism, hotels and
restaurants. Public Administration (+12.1%) and Agriculture (+8.4%) is
expected to hold the economy from precipice. (See Chart 3)

Key Results Under Scenario 2:
This assumes, calibrated reopening of economy from 4th May 2020 and
impact of crisis to last until December 2020. In this scenario, the
economy is expected to perform at low levels for the entire April and
then slowly rise, however, social distancing will impact the economy
from achieving full efficiency.
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Chart 4 – Nominal GDP under Scenario 2

The estimated nominal GDP for FYE 21 is Rs. 189.69 lakh crore, a fall of
5.4% from FYE 20. In terms of GDP forecast used for Budget 20-21, the
anticipated fall is of Rs. 38.02 lakh crore. As discussed before, this will
have bearing on FY 21’s budgeted numbers including government
revenues and expenditure. (See Chart 4)

Chart 5 – GDP at 2011-12 prices under Scenario 2

The estimated GDP for FYE 21 at 2011-12 prices is Rs. 136.91 lakh crore,
which is a fall of 5.4% from FYE 20 and pulls back the economy by 27
months.
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Under scenario 2, in terms of key economic activities, the sharpest fall is
expected for construction (-19.7%), mining (-16.1%), manufacturing
(-15.3%), Oil & Gas sectors, and entertainment, tourism and hotel sectors.
Public Administration (+10.7% growth) and Agriculture (+4.9% growth) is
expected to hold the economy. (See Chart 6)

Key Results Under Scenario 3:
This assumes, calibrated reopening up of economy from 4th May 2020
and impact of crisis to last until March 2021. In this scenario, the
economy is expected to perform at low levels for the entire April. But
social distancing will impact the economy from achieving full efficiency
for the entire year.mpact Model maps each economic sector at division
level using National Industrial Classification system. For each division,
last eight quarter performance has been included from publicly available
sources to understand the growth trends, sectoral deflator and future
challenges.
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The estimated nominal GDP for FYE 21 is Rs. 185.89 lakh crore, a fall of
7.3% from FYE 20. In terms of GDP forecast used for Budget 20-21, the
anticipated fall is of Rs. 41.82 lakh crore, implying, serious implication for
GOI revenues, tax collections and fiscal deficit, which as all pegged to Rs.
227.71 lakh crore. (See Chart 7)

The estimated GDP for FYE 21 at 2011-12 prices is Rs. 134.11 lakh crore,
which is a fall of 6.3% from FYE 20 and pulls back the economy by 31
months. (See Chart 8)
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Under scenario 3, in terms of key economic activities, the sharpest fall is
expected for construction (-22.2%), mining (-19.0%), manufacturing
(-17.9%), Oil & Gas sectors, and entertainment, tourism and hotel sectors.
Public Administration (+8.5% growth) is expected to hold the economy.
(See Chart 9)

Summarized Results
The chart below projects nominal GDP numbers for all the 3 scenarios,
on a quarterly basis. The chart below (Chart 10) shows dip in the GDP
trajectory in Q1, which gradually starts to come up as economic activity is
anticipated to increase. However, even by the end of Q4 of FYE 21, the
curve is barely able to cross previous years’ GDP values. This crisis has
very few parallels and it already has a huge impact on global economy.
The speed at which economists have been reducing the projections only
highlights the uncertainty in the character of the beast. At this juncture,
Scenario 1 is evidently optimistic and we reckon, most part of the year
affected by Covid-19. Therefore, Scenario 2 and 3 look more plausible.
Under these conditions, the net shrinkage in economy is expected in the
range of Rs. 14.5 to Rs. 15 lakh crores. Negative growth in GDP has two
extreme implication – (a) either the income goes down or (b) there would
be huge job loss. For each fall of Rs. 1 lakh crore in nominal GDP, expect
about 22 lakh jobs to just vanish from economy. As, close to 80% jobs in
India are in informal sectors with wages ranging from Rs. 8,000 to Rs.
15,000 per
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month, coronavirus can be catastrophic for the poor and low income
groups of the society. The massive exodus of migrant labour from
economic centres is an outcome of this reality. Therefore, India must
prepare an economic package to match the loss on nominal basis.

Suggested Response
The month of March 2020 has brought dramatic change in India’s
economic outlook – from growth ambitions of 5% to a grinding halt. This
has to be seen in the context of the response playbook of lockdown and
social distancing as the way forward to tackle the situation. Various
agencies have estimated shrinkage in US economy in the range of 6% to
10%, with a contraction of about 35% in Q2 alone. Similar forecasts are
there for Euro region and Japan. With countries adopting inward outlook
in times of crisis, chances of export led growth is negligible in FYE21.
It is well-known that eventually, mankind will develop immunity from
coronavirus, but that is going to take time. Whilst, India has been a
beneficiary of suppressed oil prices, yet analysts have brought down
India’s growth forecast for FYE21. Our three scenarios point to
recessionary trends for India. A lockdown of one month with economy
operating at three-fourth capacity, alone would cause a loss of Rupees
Four Lakh crore, without normalising the numbers for hotspots like
Mumbai, Delhi and Pune, which are also growth hubs.
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We believe that we should have a coordinated response at strategic level
by Government of India, tactical level by state governments and
operational level by local governments. And this response would have to
be formulated and undertaken at the earliest because unfortunately any
delay from now onwards would only add greatly to the economic losses.
The implications of economic loss is grave and all out efforts in terms of
policy intervention, financial package and easing of administrative
procedures would need to be initiated in the right earnest.
As regards policy intervention at the strategic level we would need to
increase the liquidity in the market using fiscal policy and monetary
policy. An economic package in association with all the states would
have to be worked out and effort for financing it would have to be taken
up. Deficit financing seems to be inevitable as the major means of
financing the package. Other means of cutting/postponing avoidable
discretionary expenditures would have to be ensured and all focus would
need to be on meeting critical and unavoidable expenditures.

The Right Size of India’s Economic Package
As per our model, Rs. 14.88 lakh crore (see Table 1) shall be the size of the
package needed for the entire year, with distribution through the
quarters, and regular databacked monitoring of the impact of the
package.

Economic sector wise the break-down of package is provided at Table 1.
For the best impact, the package should further be segregated for with
the right regional plan using data models taking into consideration
location of industry, labour supply and logistics bottlenecks.
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There should be a focus on optimizing revenues across all departments
of the government using new age technologies such as artificial
intelligence and data analytics, while trying to build India into a
powerhouse in these new age technologies. The post-COVID world shall
be a world of digital transformation, and cyber physical systems driven
by data shall provide India opportunities to surge ahead in this new
world. Extent of investments in technologies should also be driven by an
analysis of sectoral impact.
The new world shall require a much greater level of agility and flexibility
to adapt. Such agility shall be needed by Government of India, state
governments as well as local governments. In the private world,
companies have introduced agility as a practice by adapting digital
technologies that allows faster and more informed decision making. The
same would be needed by the governments.
An example of one such agile practice could be a major policy level
change in form of the introduction of a new accounting methodology
that takes into account impact across sectors as well as fundamental
changes introduced by the black swan event that we are currently
witnessing. Some of the fundamental changes shall include consumer
behaviour transformation and introduction of new ways of livelihood. An
analysis that can demonstrate and quantify such changes shall be
needed to propose the same.
Capital in form of FDI shall also be required by presenting India as a
frontrunner in economic growth in the new post-COVID world, through
its strong focus on its understanding of how the country is changing and
getting impacted on a granular level, starting now.
Overall, drastic policy intervention measures shall be needed with
informed backing of decisions driven by data.

--- End of document ---
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